 Penetrated paint must be cleared and

DAMASCO

treated with 3% ammonia and water.
 Glossy finish coat must be sanded.

General Description:
MAS DAMASCO is decorative covering for

Typical Recommended System


Primer.

interior walls based on a special natural raw
materials giving an antique look, achieving




modern style decoration.
The product is given a high level of

Level the surface with PVA Wall Filler
if necessary and sand until smooth.

this original DAMASCO effect, which is
specially suitable for classical as well as for

Apply 1 coat of MAS Masonry AR

Apply 1 – 2 coats of Masonry Primer
tinted with desired colour.



Apply 1 – 2 coats of MAS DAMASCO

breathability, prevents mildew and fungi

tinted and diluted with 30% with water

growth and environment friendly.

as a base coat.

Characteristics and Physical
Properties:
Colour

As per catalogue

Viscosity

Pasty

Gloss

Eggshell

Theo. yield

150~200 g/m2

Shelf life

12 months

VOC

67 g/L



Apply the effect coat using the
explained tools and technique.

Storage:
The product must be stored in accordance
with

national

requisitions.

The

product

should be kept in a cool and well ventilated
place, protected from heat direct sunlight,
containers must be kept tightly closed.

Surface Preparation:
 For the new concrete, it should be

Packing:

fully cured at least 28 days and the

MAS DAMASCO is available in 1kg, 4kg

substance must be free from any

and 20 kg PAIL

form of contaminants.
 If old concrete, all blistered, cracks
and peeled off paint should be

Physiological Hazards:
See Safety Indication Sheet

removed.
The above information is given to the best of our knowledge based on laboratory test and practical experience. However, as the paint is often used under
condition beyond our control, we cannot guarantee anything but the quality of the paint itself. We reserve the right to change the given data without prior notice.

MAS PAINTS & CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
P.O. BOX NO: 23085, SAJJAH INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHARJAH, U.A.E
TEL NO: 009716 5311777; FAX: 009716 5311330

Website : http://www.mas-paints.com
Email: masuae@emirates.net.ae

